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Abstract
Boltzmann equation describes the time development of the velocity
distribution in the continuum fluid matter. We formulate the equation
using the field theory where the velocity-field plays the central role.
The properties of the fluid matter (fluid particles) appear as the den-
sity and the viscosity. Statistical fluctuation is examined, and is clearly
discriminated from the quantum effect. The time variable is emer-
gently introduced through the computational process step. Besides
the ordinary potential, the general velocity potential is introduced.
The collision term, for the Higgs-type velocity potential, is explicitly
obtained and the (statistical) fluctuation is closely explained. The sys-
tem is generally non-equilibrium. The present field theory model does
not conserve energy and is an open-system model. One dimensional
Navier-Stokes equation, i.e., Burgers equation, appears. In the latter
part of the text, we present a way to directly define the distribution
function by use of the geometry, appearing in the energy expression,
and Feynman’s path-integral.
Key Words : Boltzmann equation; velocity field theory; statistical fluctu-
ation; computational step number; open system; geometry.
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1 Introduction
Boltzmann equation was introduced to explain the second law of the ther-
modynamics in the dynamical way, in 1872, by Boltzmann. We considers
the (visco-elastic) fluid matter and examine the dynamical behavior using
the velocity-field theory. The scale size we consider is far bigger than the
atomic scale (∼ 10−10m) and is smaller than or nearly equal to the optical
microscope scale (∼ 10−6m). The equation describes the temporal develop-
ment of the distribution function f(t,x,v) which shows the probability of a
fluid-molecule (particle) having the velocity v at the space x and time t.
We reformulate the Boltzmann equation using the field theory of the ve-
locity field u(x, ′t′). Basically it is based on the minimal energy principle.
We do not introduce time t. Instead of t, we use the computational step num-
ber n. The system we consider consists of the huge number of fluid-particles
(molecules) and the physical quantities, such as energy and entropy, are the
statistically-averaged ones. It is not obtained by the deterministic way like the
classical (Newton) mechanics. We introduce the statistical ensemble by using
the well-established field-theory method, the background-field method[6, 7].
Renormalization phenomenon occurs not from the quantum effect but from
the statistical fluctuation due to the inevitable uncertainty caused by 1) the
step-wise (discrete-time) formulation and 2) the continuum formulation for
the space (of the real matter world).
After the development of the string and D-brane theories[8, 9], one general
relation, between the 4-dimensional(4D) conformal theories and the 5D grav-
itational theories, was proposed. The 5D gravitational theories are asymp-
totically AdS5[10, 11, 12]. The proposal claims the quantum behavior of
the 4D theories is obtainable by the classical analysis of the 5D gravita-
tional ones. The development along the extra axis can be regarded as the
renormalization flow. This approach (called AdS/CFT) has been providing
non-perturbative studies in several branches: quark-gluon plasma physics,
heavy-ion collisions, non-equilibrium statistical mechanics, superconductiv-
ity, superfluidity[13, 14]. Especially, as the most relevant to the present work,
the connection with the hydrodynamics is important[15]. When a black hole
is given a perturbation, the effect decays as the relaxation phenomenon. The
transport coefficients, such as viscosities, speed of sound, thermal conductiv-
ity, are important physical quantities.
The dissipative system we consider is characterized by the dissipation of
energy (heat). Even for the particle classical (Newton) mechanics, the notion
of energy is somewhat obscure when the dissipation occurs. We consider the
movement of a particle under the influence of the friction force, Ffriction.
The emergent energy, E(x(t), x˙(t)), during the period [t1, t2] can not be
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written as the following form.
∫ x2
x1
Ffriction dx = [E(x(t), x˙(t))]
t2
t1
= E|t2 −E|t1 , x1 = x(t1) , x2 = x(t2) , (1)
where x(t) is the orbit (path) of the particle. It depends on the path (or orbit)
itself. It cannot be written as the form of difference between some quantity
(E(t)) at time t1 and t2. In this situation, we realize the time itself should
be re-considered when the dissipation occurs. Owing to Einstein’s idea of
”space-time democracy”, we have stuck to the standpoint that space and
time should be treated on the equal footing. We present here the step-wise
approach to the time-development.
We do not use time variable. Instead we use the computational-process
step number n. Hence the increasing of the number n is identified as the time
development. The connection between step n and step n − 1 is determined
by the minimal energy principle. In this sense, time is ”emergent” from the
minimal energy principle. The direction of flow (arrow of time) is built in
from the beginning. 1 The usefulness of the step number approach (discrete
Morse flow method) is shown in the text. The step-wise treatment makes
the ’time’ direction manipulation more skillful and fruitful.
In the latter part of this paper, an approach to the statistically- averaging
procedure , based on the geometry of the mechanical dynamics, is presented.
The content is described as follows. The step-wise dynamical equation
is presented in Sec.2. We start with the n-th step energy functional. By
regarding n steps as the time tn, we derive Burgers equation (1 dim Navier-
Stokes equation). In Sec.3, the orbit (path) of the fluid particle is explained
in this step-wise formalism. The total energy and the energy rate are also
explained. The statistical fluctuation is closely explained in Sec.4. Especially
the difference from the quantum effect is stressed. Using the path-integral,
we take into account the fluctuation effect. Owing to the present velocity-
field formalism, we can obtain Boltzmann’s equation, as described in Sec.5,
up to the collision term. This step-wise approach is applied to the mechanical
system in Sec.6. We take a simple dissipative model: the harmonic oscillator
with friction. The trajectory is solved in the step-wise way. We find the total
energy changes as the step proceeds. From the n-step energy expression we
can extract the geometrical structure (the metric) of the trajectory. The
metric is used, in Sec.7, to define the statistical ensemble of the system of N
viscous particles in one space dimension. We propose some models using the
geometrically-basic quantities: the length and the area. Conclusion is given
in Sec.8. Some appendices are provided to supplement the text. App.A
1 For a recent review on the nature of time, see ref.[1].
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Figure 1: The energy functional In[u(x)], (2), of the velocity-field u(x).
treats (1+3) dimensional field theory in this step-wise formalism. App.B is
the calculation of the statistical fluctuation effect and it supplements Sec.4. A
few simulation results of the frictional harmonic oscillator (Sec.6) are shown
in App.C. An additional mechanical model (Spring-Block model) is described
with the calculation result in App.D.
2 Emergent Time and Diffusion (Heat) Equa-
tion
We consider 1 dimensional viscous fluid , and the velocity field {u(x);−∞ <
x < ∞} describes the velocity distribution in the 1 dim space. Let us take
the following energy functional[2, 3] of the velocity-field u(x),
In[u(x); un−1(x), σn−1(x), ρ˜n−1(x)] =∫
dx{ σn−1
2ρ˜n−1
(
du
dx
)2 + V (u) + u
dV 1(x)
dx
+
1
2h
(u− un−1)2}+ I0n , V (u) =
m2
2
u2 +
λ
4!
u4,
n = 1, 2, · · · , u = u(x) , un−1 = un−1(x) , σn−1 = σn−1(x) , ρ˜n−1 = ρ˜n−1(x) , (2)
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where un−1(x), ρ˜n−1(x) and σn−1(x) are the step (n-1) distributions of the
velocity, the mass-density and the viscosity respectively. 2 u(x) is the general
velocity-distribution and becomes un(x) by the minimal energy principle. I
0
n
is a ’constant’ term which is independent of u(x). Later we will fix it(eq.(23)).
m2 is a parameter with the dimension of the mass density: (the mass of
the fluid-particle)/ 2l. The quantity In, (2), has the physical dimension of
the energy. The velocity potential V (u) has the mass term and the 4-body
interaction term. 3 V 1(x) is the (ordinary) position-dependent potential. 4
dV 1(x)
dx
is the external source (force) in this velocity-field theory. h is a constant
which can be regarded as the time-separation for one step. un−1(x), σn−1(x)
and ρ˜n−1(x) are given distributions at the (n-1)-th step evaluation. The n-th
step velocity field un(x) is given by the minimal principle of the n-th energy
functional In(u): δIn/δu(x) = 0 at u(x) = un(x). This approach is callled
”discrete Morse flows method”[2, 3, 4].
We may restrict the space region as −l ≤ x ≤ l. 5 The variation equation
δIn(u) = 0(u(x)→ u(x) + δu(x)) gives
1
h
(un(x)− un−1(x)) = d
dx
(
σn−1
ρ˜n−1
dun
dx
)
− δV (un)
δun
− dV
1(x)
dx
,
σn−1
ρ˜n−1
dun
dx
∣∣∣∣∣
x=−l,l
= 0,
δV (u)
δu
= m2u+
λ
3!
u3 , (4)
where we have replaced the minimal solution by un. From this definition of
2 The ’time’-development term Wn(u) is generally written as
In[u(x)] =
∫
dx{ σn−1
2ρ˜n−1
(
du
dx
)2 + V (u) + u
dV 1(x)
dx
+Wn(u)}+ I0n ,
where Wn(u) = 1
2h
(u− un−1)2 or 1
2h2
(u− 2un−1 + un−2)2 . (3)
The latter case can be treated in the same way and is given in App.A. Besides the velocity
field u(x), the fluid matter density field ρ˜(x) and the viscosity field σ(x) generally appears.
We list the physical dimensions of various quantities. [x]=[l]=L, [u]=L/T, [h]=L/M,
[m2]=M/L, [λ]=MT2/L3, [σ]=M2, [ρ˜] =M/L, [In]=ML
2T−2, [V ]=MLT−2, [V 1]=MLT−1.
Furthermore we have, [
√
λσ]=(M/L)3/2T, [
√
h3λσ]= [m−3
√
λσ]=[h
√
λσ/m]=T. We use
the convention: M mass, L length, T time.
3 Generally V (u) is chosen for problem by problem. The form of V (u) (2) is later, in this
text, restricted by the renormalizability condition (Sec.4) and this step-flow formulation
of the velocity-field theory (Sec.5). In the present paper, we take Higgs potential: m2 <
0, λ > 0. As for the coupling parameters , generally, the 2-body and 4-body couplings
depend on n: (m2)n−1 and λn−1. Here we consider the simple case, the couplings do not
depend on n (’time’-independent). See the explanation after eq.(52).
4 As an example, the gravitational weight force is given by V 1(x) = gx.
5 For the periodic case, u(x) = u(x+ 2l), σ(x) = σ(x+ 2l), ρ˜(x) = ρ˜(x+ 2l) are taken.
In the text, we consider the general case.
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un(x), we have the relation:
In[un] ≤ In[un−1] . (5)
See Fig.1. From the ordinary (continuous time) experience, we expect In[un] ≤
In−1[un−1]. This relation does not hold. Because In[un] is the n-step energy
of the system, this situation makes the energy calculation more tractable.
The eq. (4) describes the n-th step velocity field un(x) in terms of un−1(x)
and vice versa. Hence it can be used for the computer simulation. 6
We here introduce the discrete time variable tn as the step number n of
un.
tn = nh = nτ0 × ( h
τ0
) , τ0 ≡ h
√
λσ0/|m| , n = 1, 2, · · ·
t0 ≡ 0 , (6)
where σ0 (> 0) is the representative value (constant) of the system viscosity
and τ0 is the time unit.
7 It is useful to define the following quantity A.
A ≡
√
λσ0/|m| , [A]=TM/L
t˜n ≡ A · tn = nτ0 , τ0 = A · h , [t˜n]=[τ0]=T . (7)
The eq.(4) is, in terms of the ’renewed’ field u(x, t), expressed as
1
h
(u(x, tn−1 + h)− u(x, tn−1)) =
∂
∂x
(
σ(x, tn−1)
ρ˜(x, tn−1)
∂u(x, tn)
∂x
)
− δV (u(x, tn))
δu(x, tn)
− ∂V
1(x)
∂x
, (8)
where we use u(x, tn) ≡ un(x), tn = tn−1 + h. As h → 0, we obtain
∂u(x, t)
∂t
=
∂
∂x
(
σ(x, t)
ρ˜(x, t)
∂u(x, t)
∂x
)
− δV (u(x, t))
δu(x, t)
− ∂V
1(x)
∂x
, (9)
where we have replaced both tn and tn−1 by t. This is, when σ/ρ˜=const, 1
dim diffusion equation with the potential V (u).
6 The lattice Boltzmann method[5] is the most suitable one.
7 Note [τ0]=T. See the footnote of eq.(2). Generally the time tn can be introduced by
tn = f(n)h where f(n) is a function of n. The form of f(n) defines the time coordinate.
The change of the form is the transformation of the time coordinate. The simple one is
f(n) = an + b. In the text f(n) = n is taken. If we take f(n) = −n, the time flow is
introduced in the inverse way.
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We remind that the variational principle for the n-step energy functional
In[u(x)] (2), δIn = In[u + δu] − In[u] = 0, gives un(x) for the given
un−1(x), σn−1(x) and ρ˜n−1(x). We regard the increase of the step number
as the time development. 8 Taking into account the fact that, at the (n-1)th-
step, the matter-particle at the point x flows at the speed of un−1(x), the
energy functional In, (2), should be replaced by the following one[2, 3].
I˜n[u(x)] =
∫
dx{ σn−1
2ρ˜n−1
(
du
dx
)2 + V (u) + u
dV 1(x)
dx
+
1
2h
(u(x+ Ah un−1)− un−1)2}+ I˜0n ,
V (u) =
m2
2
u2 +
λ
4!
u4, n = 1, 2, · · · ,
u = u(x) , un−1 = un−1(x) , σn−1 = σn−1(x) , ρ˜n−1 = ρ˜n−1(x) . (10)
Note that u(x)−un−1(x) in eq.(2) is replaced by u(x+Ah un−1(x))−un−1(x).
(τ0 = Ah is the time difference between 1 step. ) For the simple case of no
potential, V = 0 , and no external force, dV
1
dx
= 0,
Jn[u(x)] =
∫
dx{ σn−1
2ρ˜n−1
(
du
dx
)2 +
1
2h
(u(x+ Ah un−1(x))− un−1(x))2}+′ const′,(11)
The above functional is equivalent to In[u(x)] with the potential.
V (u) = A(u(x)− un−1(x))un−1(x)du(x)
dx
+O(h) . (12)
where we consider the case of sufficiently-small h. Eq.(4) gives us the follow-
ing equation as the minimal equation for Jn[u] : δJn[u] = 0
9
1
h
(un(x)− un−1(x)) = d
dx
X [un(x), un−1(x)]−A un−1(x)dun(x)
dx
,
X [un(x), un−1(x)]|x=−l,l = 0 ,
X [un(x), un−1(x)] = A(un(x)− un−1(x))un−1(x) + σn−1
ρ˜n−1
dun
dx
. (14)
8 Time is defined here by the energy-minimal principle.
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δJn =
∫
dx{σn−1
ρ˜n−1
du
dx
d
dx
(δu) +
1
h
(u− un−1)δu+ δu ·Aun−1 du
dx
+Aun−1(u − un−1) d
dx
δu} , (13)
The first and last terms give the boundary terms in (14).
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Hence the step-wise recursion relation (4) is corrected as
[Comp 1] un(x) Equation
1
h
(un(x)− un−1(x)) + A un−1(x)dun(x)
dx
=
d
dx
(X [un(x), un−1(x)])− δV (un)
δun
− dV
1(x)
dx
,
X [un(x), un−1(x)]|x=−l,l = 0 . (15)
This equation is obtained by (δI˜n[u]/δu)|un = 0.
As done before, let us replace the step number n by the discrete time
tn = nh. Taking the continuous time limit (τ0 = Ah → 0), we obtain
A
∂u(x, t)
∂t˜
+ Au(x, t)
∂u(x, t)
∂x
=
∂
∂x
(
σ(x, t)
ρ˜(x, t)
∂u(x, t)
∂x
)
− δV (u(x, t))
δu(x, t)
− ∂V
1(x)
∂x
,
σ(x, t)
ρ˜(x, t)
∂u(x, t)
∂x
∣∣∣∣∣
x=−l,l
= 0 ,(16)
where two continuous times (t and t˜ = At) are used: tn = nh → t and
t˜n = nAh = nτ0 → t˜(= A t) as n → ∞. 10 This is , when σ/ρ˜=const,
Burgers equation (with the velocity potential V (u) and the external force
∂V 1
∂x
) and is considered to be 1 dimensional Navier-Stokes equation. Note
that the non-linear term in the LHS of eq.(16) appears not from the potential
( velocity-field interaction) but from the change u(x) in (2) to u(x+Ahun−1)
in (10), namely, the consistency between the (space) coordinate x and the
velocity field u(x) in the step-flow. The differential operator: ∂
∂t˜
+ u ∂
∂x
≡ D
Dt˜
,
appearing in LHS, is called Lagrange derivative. The relations between σn−1
and σn, and ρ˜n−1 and ρ˜n, which describe their step-flow (’time’-development),
are given in Sec.5.
The equation (16), for the massless case m = 0, is invariant under the
global scale transformation.
t → e2εt , x → eεx ,
∂
∂x
= ∂x → e−ε∂x , ∂
∂t
= ∂t → e−2ε∂t ,
u(x, t) → e−εu(eεx, e2εt) , σ(x, t)
ρ˜(x, t)
→ σ(e
εx, e2εt)
ρ˜(eεx, e2εt)
,
V 1(x) → e−2εV 1(eεx) , V (u(x, t)) → e−2εV (u(eεx, e2εt)) (λ → e−2ελ) ,(17)
10 The higher-order terms, −A2h ∂∂x (∂u(x,t)∂t˜ u(x, t)) in the LHS of the first equation and
Ah∂u(x,t)
∂t˜
u(x, t) in the LHS of the last equation are ignored.
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where ε is the real constant parameter. 11 When it is small : |ε| ≪ 1, the
variation δu is given by
δu = ε{−u+ x ∂xu+ 2t ∂tu}+O(ε2) , (18)
For simplicity, we explain in one space-dimension (dim). The generaliza-
tion to 2 dim and 3 dim is straightforward. Furthermore the ordinary field
theory (not using the velocity field but the particle field) is described by this
step-wise approach in App.A.
3 Space Orbit (Path) and Total Energy
The space coordinate x always appears in the velocity field un(x). We can
introduce the n-th step space coordinate xn as
un(xn) =
xn+1 − xn
τ0
, n = 0, 1, 2, · · ·
xn+1 = xn + τ0un(xn) , (19)
where x0 is a given initial position and τ0 = h
√
λσ0/|m| = hA in eq.(6). We
can trace the position of the matter-point, which is at x0 as the initial (0-th)
step, along the step process: x0, x1, x2, · · ·. After N steps, the matter-point
reaches the following point.
xN = xN−1 + τ0uN−1(xN−1) = x0 + τ0
N−1∑
n=0
un(xn) . (20)
In terms of the continuous time t˜ = At,
x(T ) = x0 +
∫ T
0
u(x(t), t)dt˜ , (21)
where T = N Ah, t˜n = n Ah = Atn, x(tn) = xn, u(x, tn) = un(x). x(t) is the
orbit or path of the matter-point, at x0 initially, ”moving” in the N steps.
At the n-th step, the total energy of the system, En, is given by
En ≡ I˜n[un] , where δI˜n[u]
δu(x)
∣∣∣∣∣
u=un
= 0 ,
I˜n[u] =
∫
dx{κn−1
2
(
du
dx
)2 + V (u) + u
dV 1
dx
+
1
2h
(u(x+ hAun−1)− un−1)2}+ I˜0n ,
κn(x) ≡ σn(x)
ρ˜n(x)
, u = u(x) , un−1 = un−1(x) ,(22)
11 If we consider the massm here appears in some dynamical way (, for example, through
the spontaneous breakdown ), m→ e−εm makes eq.(16) global scale invariant.
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where κn = κn(x) is introduced. I˜
0
n is taken as
I˜0n = −
∫
dx{undV
1
dx
+
1
2h
(un(x+ hAun−1)− un−1)2}
+
∫
dx{κ0
2
(
du0
dx
)2 + V (u0) + u0
dV 1
dx
+
ρ˜0
2
u0
2} . (23)
The above one (I˜0n) is chosen in such a way that the total energy En = I˜n[un]
keeps the initial energy (the second integral of (23)) when the dissipative
terms, κn−1
2
(du
dx
)2 and V (u), do not appear. I˜n[un] is the n-th step dissipative
energy plus the initial energy.
The system total energy En generally changes as the step number, n,
increases.
W (tn) ≡ dE(tn)
dt˜n
=
h
τ0
dE(tn)
dtn
≡ I˜n+1[un+1]− I˜n[un]
τ0
=
1
τ0
∫
dx
{
1
2
(
κn(
dun+1
dx
)2 − κn−1(dun
dx
)2
)
+ V (un+1)− V (un) + (un+1 − un)dV
1
dx
+
1
2h
{(un+1 + hAundun+1
dx
− un)2 − (un + hAun−1dun
dx
− un−1)2}
}
+
I˜0n+1 − I˜0n
τ0
,(24)
where E(tn) ≡ En and W (tn) is the energy rate. From the above formula we
get the expression for the energy at t = Nh = tN .
E(tN) = I˜N [uN ] = I˜N−1[uN−1] + τ0W (tN−1) = I˜1[u1] + τ0
N−1∑
n=1
W (tn) . (25)
When we regard the process of the increasing step-number as the time
development, the system generally does not conserve energy. 12 E(tn)(=
I˜n[un]) generally changes step by step. We can physically understand that
the increase or decrease of the total system energy is given or subtracted by
the outside (environment). The energy functional (10) describes the open-
system dynamics. When E(tn) satisfies
W (tn) =
h
τ0
dE(tn)
dtn
→ W0(constant) as n→∞ , (26)
we say the system finally reaches the steady energy-state. 13 For the special
case of W0 = 0, we say the system finally reaches the constant energy-state
14 .
In Sec.6, we treat the W0 = 0 case. As the example of the more general
case (W0 6= 0), another model is given in App.C.
12 We will numerically confirm the non-conservation later in Sec.6.
13 Energy constantly comes in or goes out. App.C shows such an example.
14 Energy does not go out and does not come in.
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4 Statistical Fluctuation Effect
We are considering the system of large number of matter-particles, hence the
physical quantities, such as energy and entropy, are given by the statistical
average. In the present approach, the system behavior un(x) = u(x, tn)
is completely determined by eq.(15) when the initial configuration u0(x) =
u(x, 0) is given. We have obtained the solution by the continuous variation
δu(x) to I˜n[u], (10). In this sense, un(x) is the ’classical path’. Here we
should note that the present formalism is an effective approach to calculate
the physical properties of this statistical system. Approximation is made in
the following points:
1) So far as h 6= 0, the finite time-increment gives uncertainty to the
minimal solution un(x). This is because we cannot specify the minimum
configuration definitely, but can only do it with finite uncertainty.
2) We do not measure the initial u0(x). Hence the velocity distribution
un(x) fluctuates due to the initial condition ambiguity.
3) The real fluid matter is made of many micro particles with small but
non-zero size. The existence of the characteristic particle size gives un-
certainty to the minimal solution in this (space-)continuum formalism.
Furthermore the particle size is not constant but does distribute in the
statistical way. The shape of each particle differs. The present contin-
uum formalism has limitation to describe the real situation accurately.
4) The system energy generally changes step by step. The present model
(10) describes an open-system. It means the present system energet-
ically interacts with the outside. Such interaction is caused by the
dissipative term in (10).
We claim the fluctuation, in the present approach, comes not from the quan-
tum effect but from the statistics due to the uncertainty which comes from
the finite time-separation and the spacial distribution of size and shape of
the content particles.
To take into account this fluctuation effect, we newly define the n-th
energy functional Γn[u(x)] = Γn[u(x); un−1(x), σn−1(x), ρ˜n−1(x)] in terms of
the original one I˜n[u(x)], (10), using the path-integral(in the velocity-field).
15
e−
1
α
Γn[un(x)] =
∫
Dq(x)e− 1α I˜n[u(x)]
∣∣∣
u=un+
√
αq
,
15 u(x) is a velocity distribution over the space x. Hence this path-integral is the integral
(sum) of all possible distributions.
11
I˜n[u(x)] =
∫
dx{κn−1
2
(
du
dx
)2 + V (u) + u(x)
dV 1(x)
dx
+
1
2h
(u(x+ hAun−1)− un−1)2}+ I˜0n,
V (u) =
m2
2
u2 +
λ
4!
u4 ,
δI˜n[u]
δu(x)
∣∣∣∣∣
u=un
= 0 . (27)
In the above path-integral expression, all paths(distributions) {u(x);−l ≤
x ≤ l} are taken into account.
We are considering the minimal path un(x) as the dominant configuration
and the small deviation q(x) around it.
u(x) = un(x) +
√
αq(x) , |√αq| ≪ |un| , δI˜n[u]
δu
∣∣∣∣∣
u=un
= 0 , (28)
In eq.(27) and eq.(28), a new expansion parameter α is introduced.
([α]=[In]=ML
2T−2, [q] = 1/
√
M) As the above formula shows, α should
be small. The concrete form should be chosen depending on problem by
problem. It should not include Planck constant, h¯, because the fluctuation
does not come from the quantum effect. Hence the parameter α should be
chosen as
1) the dimension is consistent,
2) it should have the small scale parameter which characterizes the relevant
physical phenomena such as the mean-free path of the fluid particle,
3) the precise value should be best-fitted with the experimental data.
The background-field method[6, 7] tells us to do the Taylor-expansion
around un.
16
I˜n[u(x)] = I˜n[un(x) +
√
αq(x)] =
∞∑
l=0
αl/2
q(x)l
l!
δlI˜n[u]
δu(x)l
∣∣∣∣∣
un
=
∞∑
l=0
Sl[un] , (29)
Then the n-th energy functional, Γn[u(x)], is expressed in the perturbed form
up to the second order (w.r.t.
√
α).
e−
1
α
Γn[un(x)] =
∫
Dq(x) exp(− 1
α
(S0 + S2 +O(q
3))) = e−
1
α
I˜n[un(x)] ×
16 The background-field method was originally introduced to quantize the gravitational
field theory. The geometrical viewpoint is introduced here in the former treatment of the
fluid matter. We borrow the method only to define the statistical distribution measure.
The present ’splitting’ is u = un +
√
αq, not u = un +
√
h¯q.
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∫
Dq exp
[∫
dx
{
−q(x)
2
2!
(
δ
δu(x)
)2I˜n[u]|un +O(q3)
}]
,
δ
δu(x)
I˜n[u]|un = 0 ,
S0 = I˜n[un] , S1 =
∫
dxq(x)
δI˜n[u]
δu
∣∣∣∣∣
un
= 0 ,
1
α
S2 =
q(x)2
2!
(
δ
δu(x)
)2I˜n[u]|un =
∫
dx
[
κn−1
2
(
dq
dx
)2+
(
m2
2
+
λ
2
un
2)q2 +
1
2h
(q + hAun−1
dq
dx
)2
]
≡
∫
dx
[
1
2
d
dx
(κn−1q
dq
dx
) +
1
2
qDq +O(h)
]
,
D ≡ − d
dx
κn−1
d
dx
+ λun
2 +m2 +
1
h
+ 2un−1A
d
dx
,(30)
where we make the Gaussian(quadratic, 1-loop) approximation. 17
e−
1
α
Γn[un(x)] = e−
1
α
I˜n[un(x)] × (detD)−1/2 ,
(detD)−1/2 = exp
{
−1
2
Tr lnD
}
= exp
{
1
2
Tr
∫ ∞
0
e−τD
τ
dτ + const
}
, (31)
where τ is called Schwinger’s proper time[16]. ([τ ]=[D−1]=L/M.)
To rigorously define the inside of the above exponent, we introduce Dirac’s
abstract state vector |x > and < x|.
< x|e−τD|y >≡ G(x, y; τ) ,
(
∂
∂τ
+D)G(x, y; τ) = 0 , lim
τ→+0
G(x, y; τ) = δ(x− y) ,
D = − d
dx
κn−1(x)
d
dx
+ 2un−1A
d
dx
− V¯ (x) , V¯ (x) = −λun(x)2 −m2 − 1
h
.(32)
G(x, y; τ) is called heat-kernel[16].
In App.B, we evaluate, for the case κn−1 = ǫ
−1(const) and A = 0,
ln(detD)−1/2 = 1
2
∫∞
0 dτTrG(x, y)/τ =
1
2
∫∞
0 dτ
∫ l
−l dx G(x, x)/τ . Up to the
first order of V¯ , the result is given by
l√
π
√
ǫΛ− 1
2
√
πǫµ
∫ l
−l
dzǫ(λun(z)
2 +m2 +
1
h
) , (33)
where the infrared cut-off parameter µ ≡ √σ0/l and the ultraviolet cut-off
parameter Λ ≡ h−1 are introduced. ǫ−1 ≡ σ0/ρ˜0 = 1. We see the mass
17 O(h) = (h/2)u2n−1(dq/dx)
2 may be ignored for h≪ 1.
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parameter m2 shifts under the influence of the fluctuation. 18
m2 → m2 + α√
πǫµ
ǫλ = m2 + αλ
√√√√ lρ˜0
πσ0
√
σ0
. (34)
And the bottom of the potential shifts as
V (umin) → V (umin) + α

12
√
ǫΛ
π
− ǫ
2
√
πǫµ
(m2 +
1
h
)


= V (umin) + α
√
ρ˜0
4πσ0

 1√h −
√√√√ l√
σ0
(m2 +
1
h
)

 . (35)
The coupling λ is also shifted by the O(V¯ 2) correction. 19 The shift of
these parameters corresponds to the renormalization in the field theory[18].
In this effective approach, we have physical cut-offs µ and Λ which are ex-
pressed by the (finite) parameters appearing in the starting energy-functional.
When the functional (10) (effectively) works well, all effects of the statisti-
cal fluctuation reduces to the simple shift of the original parameters. This
corresponds to the renormalizable case in the field theory. We consider this
case in the following.
5 Boltzmann’s Transport Equation
5.1 Distribution function and Boltzmann’s transport
equation
We use, for simplicity, the original names for the shifted parameters. The
step-wise development equation (15), with δV/δu = m2u + λ
3!
u3 + un−1
dun
dx
and V 1 = 0, is written as
[Comp 1’] un(x) Equation
18 This corresponds to renormalization of ”mass” m2 in the field theory. When natural
cut-offs (IR and UV) are there in the system model-parameters, the divergences coming
from the space integral and the mode summation are effectively expressed by ”large” but
finite quantities.
19 The coupling (λ) shift can be obtained from O(V¯ ) result (35) by assuming the ”renor-
malization” consistently works. Noting V (umin) = −6m4/λ, λ should shift as
λ → λ+ α
6
(
λ
m2
)2
√
ρ˜0
4piσ0
1√
h
{
1−
√
l√
σ0h
}
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1h
(un(x)− un−1(x)) = d
dx
(
κn−1
dun
dx
+ A(un(x)− un−1(x))un−1(x)
)
−m2un − λ
3!
un
3 −A un−1dun
dx
, X [un(x), un−1(x)]|x=−l,l = 0 ,
X [un(x), un−1(x)] = A(un(x)− un−1(x))un−1(x) + σn−1
ρ˜n−1
dun
dx
, (36)
where κn(x) = σn(x)/ρ˜n(x)(eq.(22)). When the system reaches the equilib-
rium state after sufficient recursive computation (n ≫ 1), we may assume
un−1(x) = un(x) ≡ u∞(x), κn−1(x) = σn−1(x)/ρ˜n−1(x) = κ∞(const.). u∞(x)
satisfies
κ∞
d2u∞
dx2
−m2u∞ − λ
3!
(u∞)3 −A u∞du
∞
dx
= 0 , κ∞ ≡ σ
∞
ρ˜∞
. (37)
20
Here we introduce the particle number density, ρn(x).
21 The continuity
equation is given by
[Comp 2] ρn(x) Equation
1
h
(ρn(x)− ρn−1(x)) + d
dx
(ρn−1(x)un−1(x)) = 0 . (38)
This relation defines the step-flow of ρn(x).
The distribution function fn(x, v) is introduced in the following way. The
probability for the matter particle in the space interval x ∼ x + dx and the
velocity interval v ∼ v + dv, at the step n, is given by
1
N¯n
fn(x, v)dxdv , N¯n ≡
∫
dxdvfn(x, v) , (39)
where N¯n is the total particle number of the system at the step n.[17] Then
the n-th distribution fn(x, v) and the equilibrium distribution f
∞(x, v) are
expressed as
un(x) =
1
ρn(x)
∫
vfn(x, v)dv , ρn(x) =
∫
dvfn(x, v),
u∞(x) =
1
ρ∞(x)
∫
vf∞(x, v)dv ,
un(x)→ u∞(x) and fn(x, v)→ f∞(x, v) as n→∞ , (40)
20 When κ∞ = 1, a solution is u∞ =
√
(−3!/λ)m2 (constant) for m2 < 0. V (u) is Higgs
potential in the velocity-space.
21 Here we list the physical dimension of some quantities appearing in this sec-
tion. [x]=L, [un]=[v]=L/T, [kBT ]=ML2/T2, [ρn(x)]=L−1, [ρ˜n(x)]=ML−1, [fn]=T/L2,
[Pn]=ML/T
2, [qn]=ML
2/T3.
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where u∞(x) is the equilibrium velocity distribution. The expression un(x)
in eq.(40) guarantees the momentum conservation at each point, x.
0 = ρ˜n(x)
∫
dv(v − un(x))fn(x, v) . (41)
The recursion relation (36) is expressed, in terms of the distribution func-
tions, as
1
h
[
f˜n(x+ hA un−1(x), v)− f˜n−1(x, v)
]
=
∂
∂x
(
κn−1(x)
∂f˜n(x, v)
∂x
)
−m2f˜n(x, v)− λ
3!
f˜n(x, v)un(x)
2 ,
f˜n(x, v) ≡ fn(x, v)
ρn(x)
, un(x) =
1
ρn(x)
∫
vfn(x, v)dv, κn−1(x) =
σn−1(x)
ρ˜n−1(x)
. (42)
This is the Boltzmann’s transport equation for the 2-body and 4-body velocity-
interactions (Higgs-type velocity potential)[17]. We can express the step-wise
expression (42) in the continuous time t form as in Sec.2. This is the integro-
differential equation for fn(x, v). The right hand side (RHS) of the top
equation of (42) is called the collision term. 22
We now introduce some physical quantities used in the non-equilibrium
statistical mechanics. The entropy Sn and the total particle-number N¯n are
defined by
Sn ≡ −kB
∫
dv
∫
dxfn(x, v) ln fn(x, v) ,
N¯n =
∫
dxρn(x) =
∫
dx
∫
dvfn(x, v) , (43)
where kB is Boltzmann’s constant. Another physical quantities will be pre-
sented.
Besides the particle-number density ρn(x), we already have introduced
the mass density ρ˜n(x) at step n. We here consider the case of one kind
particle.
ρ˜n(x)
ρn(x)
= m1 ( constant ) , (44)
where m1 is the particle mass.
23 In this case the total mass at the step n,
Mn, is given by
Mn ≡
∫
dx ρ˜n(x) = m1
∫
dx ρn(x) = m1N¯n . (45)
22 The lattice Boltzmann method[5] is the computer algorithm to determine the distri-
bution function fn(x, v) using Boltzmann’s transport equation (42).
23 For k kinds particles, we introduce ρn and ρ˜n fields for each one: {ρni, ρ˜in |i =
1, 2, · · · , k} with the relation ρ˜in(x)/ρni(x) = mi.
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The temperature distribution Tn(x), the heat current distribution qn(x) and
the pressure Pn(x) are given by
1
2
kBTn(x) ≡ 1
ρn(x)
∫
dv
m1
2
(v − un(x))2fn(x, v) ,
qn(x) ≡
∫
dv
m1
2
(v − un(x))3fn(x, v) ,
Pn(x) ≡ m1
∫
dv(v − un(x))2fn(x, v) = kBρn(x)Tn(x) , (46)
where kB is Boltzmann’s constant.
24
In this subsection, Tn(x), qn(x), Pn(x) and Sn are introduced using the
distribution function fn(x, v). Another definition is given in the next subsec-
tion.
5.2 Viscosity, heat conductivity and renormalization
Using the transport equation (42) which fn(x, v) satisfies, we expect the
following two equations are satisfied. The first one is the rephrasing of the
Navier-Stokes equation (36).
[Comp 3] Pn(x) or Tn(x) Equation
1
h
(un(x)− un−1(x)) + A un−1dun
dx
= − 1
ρ˜n(x)
dPn(x)
dx
. (47)
The second one is the energy equation.
[Comp 4] qn(x) Equation
1
2
ρn(x)kBA{ 1
h · A(Tn(x)− Tn−1(x)) + un−1
dTn
dx
} = −dqn(x)
dx
− Pn(x)dun(x)
dx
,(48)
where Tn = Pn/kBρn is defined in (47). We explain how the above two
relations, (47) and (48), are valid.
We define n-th viscosity σn(x) by the following equation.
[Comp 5] σn(x) Equation
Pn(x) = −σn(x)dun
dx
. (49)
24 The last equation Pn(x) = kBρn(x)Tn(x) is the equation of state, which is here valid
by their definition.
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This gives the step-flow of σn(x) because other two components (Pn and
dun/dx) are already determined by σn−1(x).
25 Then the RHS of eq.(47) is
written as
− 1
ρ˜n(x)
dPn(x)
dx
= κn(x)
d2un
dx2
+
1
ρ˜(x)
dσn(x)
dx
dun
dx
. (50)
The LHS of eq.(47) is written, using Navier-Stokes equation (36), as
1
h
(un(x)− un−1(x)) + A un−1dun
dx
=
d
dx
{
κn−1
dun
dx
+ A(un − un−1)un−1
}
−m2un − λ
3!
un
3 , A =
√
λσ0
|m| .(51)
Generally we have some cases about the two quantities (50) and (51).
Case W1: The two quantities coincide.
In this case, the present theory is well-defined. There is no problem.
Case W2: The 2 quantities differ, but they can be equal by changing the
two constants, m2 and λ. Namely,
κn(x)
d2un
dx2
+
1
ρ˜n(x)
dσn(x)
dx
dun
dx
=
d
dx
{
κn−1
dun
dx
+ A′(un − un−1)un−1
}
−m′2un − λ
′
3!
un
3 , A′ =
√
λ′σ0
|m′| .(52)
By identifying m2 and λ by (m2)n−1 and λn−1, and m
2′ and λ′ by (m2)n and
λn, the above equation defines the step-flow of the two constants (m
2)n and
λn. We can regard this flow as the renormalization flow by identifying the
step-flow with thermalization to the equilibrium state. 26
Case W1 is the special case of W2, namely, n(’time’)-independent one.
We call the both cases well-defined theory. We call other cases, where eq.(47)
is not valid, ill-defined theory. The validity check of eq.(47) selects the present
model, (10), well-defined or not.
25 When σn(x), defined by eq.(49), is expressed as σn(x) = F (dun/dx), the present fluid
has different names depending on the form of F.
1) F=µ(const), Newtonian; 2) F∝ (dun/dx)n−1 (n > 1), Dilatant; 3) F∝
(dun/dx)
n−1 (n < 1), Quasi-viscous. In the present treatment, both Pn(x) and dun/dx
are already obtained at this stage, so the form of F (dun/dx) is here derived, not assumed.
26 We regard the change (m2)n−1 → (m2)n, (λ)n−1 → (λ)n as the renormalization along
the step-flow (’time’ development). The consistent model generally has the renormalization
both in the space-distribution (34) and in the ’time’ development.
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Next we explain how eq.(48) is valid in the well-defined case. Noting the
heat current qn(x) is, in the expression (46), the higher-moment of the distri-
bution fn(x, v) than the pressure Pn(x), we newly define the heat conductivity
ωn(x) in the same way as (49).
[Comp 6] ωn(x) Equation
qn(x) = ωn(x)
dTn
dx
. (53)
27 Noting the equation of state Pn(x) = kBρn(x)Tn(x) (46), eq.(48) is written
as
1
2
{1
h
(Pn − ρn
ρn−1
Pn−1) + un−1
dPn
dx
− un−1dρn
dx
Pn
ρn
} = −dqn(x)
dx
− Pn(x)dun(x)
dx
.(54)
Using the relations, Pn = −σn × dun/dx and qn = ωn × dTn/dx, we obtain
the differential equation for ωn(x) as
[Comp 7] Eq.(48) Check Equation
d
dx
(ωn
dTn
dx
) =
1
2
{1
h
(σn
dun
dx
− ρn
ρn−1
σn−1
dun−1
dx
)
+un−1
d
dx
(σn
dun
dx
)− un−1dρn
dx
σn
ρn
dun
dx
} + σn(dun(x)
dx
)2 . (55)
This differential equation determines ωn(x) with no use of qn(x). Hence
eq.(55) fixes ωn(x) independently of eq.(53). The (numerical) equality check
of ωn(x) obtained from both equations is the validity check of eq.(48). When
the equality do hold or do not, we call the present model, (10), well-defined
or ill-defined respectively.
In this section, we presents how to calculate ρn (38), Pn = kBρnTn (47),
qn (48), σn (49), ωn (53) with no use of the distribution function fn(x, v).
We can do the numerical simulation of them.
In the remaining sections, we present an alternative approach to the dis-
tribution function fn(x, v).
6 Classical and Quantum Mechanics and Its
Trajectory Geometry
We can treat the classical mechanics and its quantization ( the quantum
mechanics, not the quantum field theory) in the same way. In this case, the
27 The heat conductivity ωn(x) appears here for the first time. We do not have this
quantity in the starting energy expression eq.(10). In this point, the heat conductivity
differs from the viscosity σn(x). σ is the basic physical quantity which characterize the
present system, while ω is the derived quantity from other basic ones.
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Figure 2: The harmonic oscillator with friction, (58).
model is simpler than the previous case (space-field theory) and we can see
the geometrical structure clearly. Let us begin with the energy function of
a system variable , x, (1 degree of freedom). For example the position (in
1 dimensional space) of the harmonic oscillator with friction. We take the
following n-th energy function to define the step flow.
Kn(x) = V (x) +
η
2h
(x− xn−1)2 + m
2h2
(x− 2xn−1 + xn−2)2 +K0n , (56)
where V (x) is the general potential and K0n is a constant which does not
depend on x. For the harmonic oscillator V (x) = kx2/2 where k is the spring
constant. η is the viscosity and m is the particle mass. 28 We assume xn−1
and xn−2 are given values. As in Sec.2, the n-th step position xn is given by
theminimal principle of the n-th energy functionKn(x): δKn = 0, x→ x+δx.
δV
δx
∣∣∣∣∣
x=xn
+
η
h
(xn − xn−1) + m
h2
(xn − 2xn−1 + xn−2) = 0 , (57)
This is the recursion relation among three quantities, xn, xn−1 and xn−2.
29
With the time tn (6), the continuous limit (h→ 0) gives us
dV (x)
dx
+ η
dx
dt
+m
d2x
dt2
= 0 , (58)
28 Here we list the dimension of parameters and variables in this section. [x]=[xn]=L,
[v]=[vn]=L/T, [t]=[tn]=T, [q]=T
1/2M−1/2, [h¯]=ML2/T, [m]=M, [η]=M/T, [h]=T,
[Kn]=[V ]=ML
2/T2, [k]=M/T2, [
√
ηh]=M1/2, [
√
mh2]=M1/2T. Some ones, such as
t,m, h, q and V , appearing before this section have different dimensions in this section.
29 Simulation results of this equation is later given.
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where tn = nh → t, xn = x(tn) → x(t), (xn − xn−1)/h = dx/dt|tn →
dx/dt, (xn − 2xn−1 + xn−2)/h2 = d2x/dt2|tn → d2x/dt2 . For the case of
V = kx2/2, this is the harmonic oscillator with the friction η. See Fig.2.
This is a simple dissipative system. 30
The recursion relation (57) gives us, for the initial data x0 and x1, the
series {xn = x(tn) |n = 0, 1, 2, · · · }. This is the classical ’path’. The fluc-
tuation of the path comes from the uncertainty principle of the quantum
mechanics in this case. (We are treating the system of 1 degree of freedom.
No statistical procedure is necessary. ) In the quantum effect, the energy
uncertainty grows as ∆t ·∆E ≥ h¯. Hence the path xn, obtained by the recur-
sion relation (57), has quantum uncertainty. As in Sec.4, we can generalize
the n-th energy function Kn(x), (56), to the following one Γ(xn−1, xn−2) in
order to take into account the quantum effect.
e−
1
h¯
hΓ(xn−1,xn−2) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dx e−
1
h¯
hKn(x) ,
Kn(x) = V (x) +
η
2h
(x− xn−1)2 + m
2h2
(x− 2xn−1 + xn−2)2 +K0n . (59)
We can evaluate the quantum effect by the expansion around the classical
value xn : x = xn +
√
h¯ q where h¯ is Planck constant. 31
e−
1
h¯
hΓ(xn;xn−1,xn−2) =
∫
dx e−
1
h¯
hKn(x) =
∫
dq e−
1
h¯
hKn(xn+
√
h¯q) ,
δKn
δx
∣∣∣∣∣
x=xn
=
δV
δx
∣∣∣∣∣
x=xn
+
η
h
(xn − xn−1) + m
h2
(xn − 2xn−1 + xn−2) = 0 ,
Γn ≡ Γ(xn; xn−1, xn−2) = Kn(xn) + h¯
2h
ln(k +
η
h
+
m
h2
) , (60)
where the final expression is for the oscillator model: V = kx2/2. The
quantum effect does not depend on the step number n. It means the quantum
effect contributes to the energy as an additional fixed constant at each step.
The energy rate is obtained as
h
dK(tn)
dtn
≡ Kn+1(xn+1)−Kn(xn) = Γn+1 − Γn ≡ hdΓ(tn)
dtn
30 The eq. (58) is compared with the eq. (9) for the case of the no external force (and
σ = σ0(const),ρ˜ = ρ˜0(const)):
ρ˜0
δV (u(x, t))
δu(x, t)
− σ0 ∂
2u(x, t)
∂x2
+ ρ˜0
∂u(x, t)
∂t
= 0 ,
where we notice the friction term in eq.(58) corresponds to the dissipative term in eq.(9).
31 Do not confuse h¯ (Planck constant/2pi) with h (1 step time-interval).
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= V (xn+1)− V (xn) + η
2h
{(xn+1 − xn)2 − (xn − xn−1)2}
+
m
2h2
{(xn+1 − 2xn + xn−1)2 − (xn − 2xn−1 + xn−2)2}K0n+1 −K0n . (61)
The present system is again an open system, and the energy generally changes.
In terms of the position difference xn − xn−1 ≡ ∆xn and the velocity
difference (xn − 2xn−1 + xn−2)/h ≡ vn − vn−1 ≡ ∆vn, we can rewrite the
energy at n-step and read the metric as follows. 32
Kn(xn) = V (xn) +
η
2h
(xn − xn−1)2 + m
2h2
(xn − 2xn−1 + xn−2)2 +K0n
=
1
h2
{V (xn)(∆t)2 + ηh
2
(∆xn)
2 +
mh2
2
(∆vn)
2}+K0n , (62)
where h (time increment) in the first term within the round brackets is re-
placed by ∆t. This shows us the metric for the n-step energy function is
given by
(∆sn)
2 ≡ 2h2(Kn(xn)−K0n) = 2V (xn′/
√
ηh)(∆t)2 + (∆xn
′)2 + (∆v′n)
2 ,
xn
′ ≡
√
ηhxn , vn
′ ≡
√
mh2vn ,(63)
where , for the oscillator model, V (xn
′/
√
ηh) = (k′/2)xn
′2, k′ ≡ k/ηh. Eq.(63)
shows the energy-line element ∆s2 in the (t, xn
′, vn
′) space. 33 Note that the
above metric is along the path xn = x(tn), vn = v(tn) = (x(tn)− x(tn−1))/h
given by (57). The metric is used, in the next section, as the geometrical
basis for fixing the statistical ensemble.
We define the system energy SysEn, the dissipative energy DisEn and the
constant K0n as follows.
SysE
n
=
1
m
V (xn) +
1
2h2
(xn − 2xn−1 + xn−2)2 , DisEn =
η
2hm
(xn − xn−1)2 ,
K0n = 0 , Kn(xn) = mSysEn +mDisEn .(64)
DisEn expresses the hysteresis (non-Markovian) energy at the n-th step. We
can obtain the dynamical energy (the potential energy plus the kinetic en-
ergy) DynEn as
DynE
n
=
1
m
V (xn) +
1
2h2
(xn − xn−1)2 . (65)
32 vn ≡ (xn − xn−1)/h = ∆xn/h
33 In eq.(63), the first term shows the potential part, the second one the kinetic part
and the third one a new term. In ref.[19] and ref.[20], the hysteresis term appears as a
new one.
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Figure 3: The dissipative energy DisEn, (64), of the frictional harmonic
oscillator Fig.2 with the parameters (66) .
For the special case of the following, we list the simulation results here
and in App.C. The horizontal axis is tnω = nhω.
h = 0.1 , ω =
√
k/m = 0.01 , η′ = η/m = 0.005(Elasticity dominate) ,
0 ≤ tnω = nhω ≤ 20 , total step no = 20000. .(66)
The movement xn and the velocity distribution vn = (xn − xn−1)/h are
shown in App.C. The dissipative energy DisEn and the system energy SysEn
are shown in Fig.3 and Fig.4 respectively. They are , in the oscillatory way,
damping. The dynamical energy DynEn is shown in Fig.5. It damps, not in
the oscillatory way but in the stick-slip way.
An advantageous point of the step-wise solution (57) over the analytic
one of (58), is that we need not treat the 3 cases, 4k/m > η2/m2 (elasticity
dominate), 4k/m < η2/m2 (viscosity dominate) and 4k/m = η2/m2
(resonant), separately. This is because (57) is linear with repect to (w.r.t.)
xn, whereas (58) is the second-order equation w.r.t. d/dt.
7 Statistical Ensemble, Geometry and Initial
Condition
In this section, we consider a statistical ensemble of the classical mechanical
system taken in the previous section. Namely, we take N ’copies’ of the
23
Figure 4: The system energy SysEn, (64), of the frictional harmonic oscil-
lator Fig.2 with the parameters (66) .
Figure 5: The dynamical energy DynEn, (65), of the frictional harmonic
oscillator Fig.2 with the parameters (66) .
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Figure 6: The path {(y(t), w(t), t)|0 ≤ t ≤ β} of line in 3D bulk space
(X,P,t).
classical model and regard them as a set of (1 dimensional) particles, where
the dynamical configuration distributes in the probabilistic way. N is a
large number. 34 The set has N degrees of freedom: x1, x2, · · · , xN . As the
physical systems, (1 dimensional) viscous gas and viscous liquid are examples.
35 Each particle obeys the (step-wise) Newton’s law (57) with different initial
conditions. N is so large that we do not or can not observe the initial data.
Usually we do not have interest in the trajectory of every particle and do
not observe it. We have interest only in the macroscopic quantities such
as total energy and total entropy. The N particles (fluid molecules) in the
present system are ”moderately” interacting each other in such a way that
each particle almost independently moves except that energy is exchanged.
As the statistical ensemble, we adopt the Feynman’s idea of ”path-integral”
[21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 20, 19]. We take into account all possible paths {yn}.
{yn} need not satisfy (57) nor certain initial condition. As the measure for
the summation (integral) over all paths, we propose the following ones based
34 For example, N ∼ 1023. We are modeling the many-body (N : large) system by the
statistical collection (ensemble) of many copies of one-body system (57) or (58).
35 We are considering N -body problem where each particle moves (fluid flows) with
moderate friction. We aproach it using the effective 1-body energy function (56).
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on the geometry of (63). As the first measure, we construct it in terms of
the length, using the ”Dirac-type” metric [20, 19].
(ds2)D ≡ 2V (X)dt2 + dX2 + dP 2 − on-path(X = y(t), P = w(t))→
(2V (y) + y˙2 + w˙2)dt2 ,
LD =
∫ β
0
ds|on−path =
∫ β
0
√
2V (y) + y˙2 + w˙2dt = h
β/h∑
n=0
√
2V (yn) + y˙2n + w˙
2
n ,
dµ = e−
1
α
LDDyDw , e−βF =
∫ ∏
n
dyndwne
− 1
α
LD ,(67)
where α is a parameter with the dimension of length ([α]=L) and V (X) =
(k/2)X2. See Fig.6. As explained in Sec.4, it is appropriately chosen problem
by problem. β is introduced to restrict the t-region (0 ≤ t ≤ β) and, in this
context, should be regarded as a part of the choice of the ensemble. β plays
the role of the inverse temperature. 36 Among all possible paths {yn}, the
minimal length (δLD = 0) solution, (57), gives the dominant path {xn}.
The second choice is constructed using the ”Standard-type” metric.
(ds2)S ≡ 1
dt2
[(ds2)D]
2 − on-path(X = y(t), P = w(t))→
(2V (y) + y˙2 + w˙2)2dt2 ,
LS =
∫ β
0
ds|on−path =
∫ β
0
(2V (y) + y˙2 + w˙2)dt = h
β/h∑
n=0
(2V (yn) + y˙
2
n + w˙
2
n) ,
dµ = e−
1
α
LSDyDw , e−βF =
∫ ∏
n
dyndwne
− 1
α
LS = (const)
∫ ∏
n
dyne
− h
α
(2V (yn)+y˙2n) ,(68)
where we should notice dt (= h > 0) is non-zero. In both cases above we
take the metric of the 3 dimensional (bulk) space-time (X, P, t) , which is
consistently chosen with the trajectory metric (63). Note that the standard
case has the same expression as the free energy (trace of the density matrix)
expression in the Feynman’s textbook[27].
Another choice of path is making use of surfaces instead of lines. Let us
consider the following 2 dim surface in the 3 dim manifold (X,P, t). Assuming
Z2 invariance both in X and in P , the general one is
X2
a(t)2
+
P 2
b(t)2
= 1 , 0 ≤ t ≤ β , (69)
36 β/h = N should be an (large) integer. The increment h is the (inverse) temperature
unit as well as the time unit. From the dimensional analysis kB
−1ηl˜2/β corresponds to
the temperature. Here kB is Boltzmann’s constant and ηl˜
2 ≡ h¯′ is the combination of the
friction coefficient η and some length scale l˜ ([l˜]=L) such as the mean free path of the fluid
particle. Note that h¯′ has the same dimension as h¯. [h¯′]=[h¯]=ML2/T.
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Figure 7: The two dimensional surface, (69), in 3D bulk space (X,P,t).
where a(t) and b(t) are arbitrary (positive) functions of t. We take a(t) =
b(t) ≡ r(t) for simplicity. See Fig.7. By varying the form of {r(t) : 0 ≤
t ≤ β}, we obtain different surfaces. Regarding each of them as a path used
in the Feynman’s path-integral, we obtain the following statistical ensemble.
First the induced metric gij on the surface (69) is given as
(ds2)D
∣∣∣
on-path
= 2V (X)dt2 + dX2 + dP 2
∣∣∣
on-path
=
2∑
i,j=1
gijdX
idXj ,
(gij) =
(
1 + 2V
r2r˙2
X2 2V
r2r˙2
XP
2V
r2r˙2
PX 1 + 2V
r2r˙2
P 2
)
,(70)
where (X1, X2) = (X,P ). Then the area of the surface (69) is given by
A =
∫ √
det gijd
2X =
∫ √
1 +
2V
r˙2
dXdP . (71)
We consider all possible surfaces of (69). The statistical distribution is, using
the area A, given by
e−βF =
∫ ∞
0
dρ
∫
r(0) = ρ
r(β) = ρ
∏
t
DX(t)DP (t)e− 1αA . (72)
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In relation to Boltzmann’s equation (Sec.5), we have directly defined the
distribution function f(t, x, v) using the geometrical quantities in the 3 dim
bulk space. Three statistical ensembles are proposed. In order to select
which one is the most appropriate, it is necessary to numerically evaluate
the models with the proposed ensembles and compare the result with the
real data appearing both in the natural phenomena and in the laboratory
experiment.
In App.D, another model called ”Spring-Block” model is explained. This
is the simplified model of the earthquake. The same thing in this section is
valid by taking the potential V (X) as
V (X) =
k′
2
X2 + (l¯′ − V¯ ′t)k′X , k′ = k
ηh
, l¯′ =
√
ηhl¯ , V¯ ′ =
√
ηhV¯ . (73)
8 Conclusion
We have presented the field theory approach to Boltzmann’s transport equa-
tion. The collision term is explicitly obtained. Time is not used, instead the
step number n plays the role. We have presented the n-th energy functional
(10) which gives the step n configuration un(x) from the minimal energy
principle. We regard the step flow ( the increase of n ) as the evolution of
the system, namely, time-development. Burgers (Navier-Stokes) equation is
obtained by identifying time t as nh (6). Fluctuation effect due to the micro
structure and micro (step-wise) movement is taken into account by gener-
alizing the n-th energy functional I˜n[u(x)], (10), to Γ[u(x); un−1(x)], (27),
where the classical path un(x) is dominant but all possible paths are taken
into account (path-integral). Renormalization, due to the statistical fluctu-
ation, is explicitly done. The total energy generally does not conserve. The
system is an open one, namely, the energy comes in from or go out to the
outside. In the latter part of the text, we have presented a direct approach
to the distribution function fn(x, v) based on the geometry emerging from
the mechanical (particle-orbit) dynamics. We have examined the dissipative
system using the minimal (variational) principle which is the key principle
in the standard field theory[28].
9 Appendix A (3+1)D Scalar Field Theory
3+1 dimensional scalar field is here treated in the present step-wise formal-
ism. We start with the following n-th step energy functional.
In[φ(x)] =
∫
d3x{1
2
(∇φ)2 + V (φ) + 1
2h2
(φ− 2φn−1 + φn−2)2} n = 2, 3, · · · ,
28
V (φ) =
m2
2
φ2 +
λ
4!
φ4 , φ = φ(x) , φn−1 = φn−1(x), φn−2 = φn−2(x) ,(74)
where φn−2 and φn−1 are given. (x) = (x1, x2, x3) is the 3 dimensional spacial
coordinates. The step n configuration φn(x) is defined to be the energy
minimal one.
δIn
δφ
∣∣∣∣∣
φ=φn
= −∇2φn + δV
δφ
∣∣∣∣∣
φ=φn
+
1
h2
(φn − 2φn−1 + φn−2) = 0 ,
δV
δφ
= m2φ+
λ
3!
φ3 . (75)
Using the step-time notation: φn(x) ≡ φ(x, tn), tn = nh, we obtain, in the
continuous time limit h→ +0,
(∂2t −∇2 +m2)φ+
λ
3!
φ3 = 0 . (76)
This is the (3+1) dim φ4 scalar field equation.
10 Appendix B Calculation of Fluctuation
Effect
In Sec.4, we have developed the method of calculating the statistical fluc-
tuation occurring in the (1-dim) viscous fluid matter. The background-field
method is taken. At the 1-loop approximation, the key quantity to calcu-
late the energy functional Γ[u(x)] is the heat-kernel G(x, y; τ) given by (see
eq.(32))
< x|e−τD|y >≡ G(x, y; τ) ,
(
∂
∂τ
+D)G(x, y; τ) = 0 , lim
τ→+0
G(x, y; τ) = δ(x− y) ,
D = −ǫ−1 ∂
2
∂x2
+ 2un−1(x)A
d
dx
− V¯ (x) , V¯ (x) = −λun(x)2 −m2 − 1
h
,(77)
where |x > and < x| are Dirac’s abstract state vectors. ǫ ≡ ρ˜0/σ is explicitly
written to show the dimension consistency. We take A = 0 in this appendix.
In the text, we take ǫ = 1. For the calculation, in this appendix, we change
the scale of τ and D as follows.
τ → τ
ǫ
= τ˜ , D → ǫD = D˜ ,
D˜ = − ∂
2
∂x2
− ǫV¯ (x) , [τ˜ ]=L2 , [D˜]=L−2 , [ǫ]=1/LM . (78)
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In the following within this appendix, for simplicity we omit the symbol of
’tilde’.
The kernel is formally solved as
G(x, y; τ) = G0(x− y; τ) +
∫
dz
∫ τ
0
dωS(x− z; τ − ω)ǫV¯ (z)G(z, y;ω) ,(79)
where G0(x− y; τ) and the (heat-)propagator S(x− y; τ) are given by
G0(x− y; τ) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dk
2π
e−k
2τ+ik(x−y) =
1√
4πτ
e−
(x−y)2
4τ , τ > 0 ,
S(x− y; τ) =
∫ ∫ ∞
−∞
dk
2π
dk0
2π
exp{−ik0τ + ik(x− y)}
−ik0 + k2 = θ(τ)G0(x− y; τ) .(80)
They satisfy
(
∂
∂τ
− ∂
2
∂x2
)G0(x− y; τ) = 0 , τ > 0 , lim
τ→+0
G0(x− y; τ) = δ(x− y) ,
(
∂
∂τ
− ∂
2
∂x2
)S(x− y; τ) = δ(τ)δ(x− y) , lim
τ→+0
S(x− y; τ) = δ(x− y) .(81)
Up to the first order of V¯ ,
G(x, x; τ) =
1√
4πτ
+
∫
dz
∫ τ
0
dωS(x− z; τ − ω)ǫV¯ (z)G0(z − x;ω) +O(V¯ 2) .(82)
The second term is evaluated as∫
dz
∫ τ
0
dωG0(x− z; τ − ω)ǫV¯ (z)G0(z − x;ω) =∫
dz
∫ τ
0
dω
1
4π
1√
(τ − ω)ω
ǫV¯ (z) exp{− τ
4(τ − ω)ω (x− z)
2} . (83)
Finally the contribution to ln(detD)−1/2 = 1
2
∫∞
0 (dτ/τ)TrG(x, y; τ) =
1
2
∫∞
0 (dτ/τ)
∫ l
−l dxG(x, x; τ) is evaluated as
1
2
∫ ∞
0
dτ
1
2
1√
τπ
∫
dzǫV¯ (z) =
1
4
√
π
∫ ǫ−1µ−1
0
τ−1/2dτ
∫
dzǫV¯ (z) =
l√
π
√
ǫΛ− 1
2
√
πǫµ
∫ l
−l
dzǫ
(
λun(z)
2 +m2 +
1
h
)
, (84)
where the infrared cut-off parameter µ ≡ √σ/l and the ultraviolet cut-off
parameter Λ ≡ h−1 are introduced. 37
37 The dimensions of these parameters are [µ]=[Λ]=M/L. The space-integral part
(
∫
dx · · ·) in (84) is evaluated as ∫ l
−l dx exp{−(τ/4(τ − ω)ω)(x− z)2} ∼
∫
∞
−∞
dx exp{′′} =
2
√
pi(τ − ω)ω/τ where l is safely extended to infinity.
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Figure 8: The movement xn, (57), of the frictional harmonic oscillator
Fig.2 with the parameters (66) (Elasticity dominate). The step-wise solution
reproduces the analytic solution (85).
11 Appendix C Simulation of Frictional Har-
monic Oscillator
In Sec.6, we take the frictional harmonic model Fig.2. Some simulation
results (Fig.3, Fig.4, Fig.5) are shown there. In this appendix, we show
additional results.
The step-wise solution (57), xn, is shown in Fig.8. It reproduces the
analytic solution.
x(t) = e−η
′t/2 sin(
√
4ω2 − η′2 t/2) ,
0 ≤ t ≤ 2000 , x(0) = 0 , x˙(0) =
√
4ω2 − η′2/2 = (1.94× 10−2)/2 .(85)
The velocity vn = (xn − xn−1)/h is shown in Fig.9. The sum of the system
energy SysEn (Fig.4) and the dissipative energy DisEn (Fig.3) is shown in
Fig.10.
12 Appendix D Spring-Block Model
In Sec.6, the movement of the harmonic oscillator with friction was examined.
Here we treat the movement of a block which is pulled by the spring which
moves at the constant speed V¯ . See Fig.11. The block moves on the surface
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Figure 9: The velocity vn = (xn − xn−1)/h of the frictional harmonic oscil-
lator Fig.2 with the parameters (66) (Elasticity dominate).
Figure 10: The system energy (SysEn, Fig.4) plus the dissipative energy
(DisEn, Fig.3) of the frictional harmonic oscillator Fig.2 with the parameters
(66) (Elasticity dominate).
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Figure 11: The spring-block model, (88).
with friction. We take the following n-th energy function to define the step
flow.
Kn(x) = V (x)− hnkV¯ x+ m
2h2
(x− 2xn−1 + xn−2)2 + η
2h
(x− xn−1)2 +K0n ,
V (x) =
kx2
2
+ kl¯x ,(86)
where η is the friction coefficient and m is the block mass. The potential
V (x) has two terms: one is the harmonic oscillator with the spring constant
k, and the other is the linear term of x with a new parameter l¯ (the natural
length of the spring). V¯ is the velocity (constant) with which the front-end
of the spring moves. K0n is a constant which does not depend on x. It will be
fixed later. The n-th step xn is determined by the energy minimum principle:
δKn(x)|x=xn = 0.
k
m
(xn + l¯ − nhV¯ ) + η
m
1
h
(xn − xn−1) + 1
h2
(xn − 2xn−1 + xn−2) = 0 or
xn =
ω2(−l¯ + nhV¯ ) + η′
h
xn−1 +
1
h2
(2xn−1 − xn−2)
ω2 + η
′
h
+ 1
h2
, ω ≡
√
k
m
, η′ ≡ η
m
.(87)
For the continuous limit: h → 0, nh = tn → t, (xn − xn−1)/h → x˙, (xn −
2xn−1 + xn−2)/h
2 → x¨, the above recursion relation reduces to the following
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differential equation. 38
mx¨ = k(V¯ t− x− l¯)− ηx˙ . (88)
We keep the step-wise approach. The system energy given by Kn(xn).
Taking the constant term K0n as
K0n = −V (xn)−
m
2h2
(xn − 2xn−1 + xn−2)2 + hnkV¯ xn + V (x0) + m
2h2
(x1 − x0)2,(89)
the energy is given as
Kn(xn) =
η
2h
(xn − xn−1)2 + V (x0) + m
2h2
(x1 − x0)2 , (90)
This is the same as (65). We have taken the constant termK0n, (89), in such a
way that the system keeps the constant energy when the energy dissipation
does not occur . The first three terms in (89) comes from the following
relation derived from (88).
[
m
2
x˙2 +
k
2
x2 + kl¯x
]t
0
+
[
−kV¯ xt
]t
0
+
∫ t
0
(ηx˙2 + kV¯ x)dt = 0 . (91)
We use the equation :
∫ t
0(−kV¯ x˙t)dt =
[
−kV¯ xt
]t
0
+
∫ t
0(kV¯ x)dt. The terms
bracketed above correspond to the first three terms in Kn(xn) which is ob-
tained by taking x = xn in (86). Those terms are regarded as Markovian
and canceled by the first three terms in (89).
The graphs of movement (xn, eq.(87)) and energy change (Kn(xn), eq.(90))
are shown in Fig.12 and Fig.14 respectively. The velocity change (vn ≡
(xn − xn−1)/h) is also shown in Fig.13. From the graphs, we see this system
does the stick-slip motion. The stick regions correspond to the neighbor of
the local minimums in the velocity change Fig.13. The system oscillates pe-
riodically in the velocity (Fig.13) and in the energy (Fig.14). The oscillation
amplitudes decay as the step goes (relaxation). Finally the system reaches
the steady energy-state as n→∞, (26).
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Figure 12: Spring-Block Model, Movement (87), h=0.0001,ω =√
k/m=10.0, η′ = η/m=1.0, V¯=1.0, l¯=1.0, total step no =20000. The hori-
zontal axis is n×h×ω. The step-wise solution (87) correctly reproduces the
analytic solution: x(t) = e−η
′t/2V¯ {(η′2/2ω2−1)(sin Ωt)/Ω+(η′/ω2) cosΩt}−
l¯ + V¯ (t − η′/ω2) ,Ω = (1/2)
√
4ω2 − η′2 = 9.99 , 0 ≤ t ≤ 2 , x(0) =
−l¯, x˙(0) = 0.
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Figure 13: Velocity (xn − xn−1)/h ≡ vn, h=0.0001,ω =
√
k/m=10.0, η′ =
η/m=1.0, V¯=1.0, l¯=1.0, total step no =20000.
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Figure 14: Spring-Block Model, Energy Change (90), h=0.0001,ω =√
k/m=10.0, η′ = η/m=1.0, V¯=1.0, l¯=1.0, total step no =20000.
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